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a b s t r a c t
Heterogeneity is becoming increasingly ubiquitous in modern large-scale computer systems. Developing good load balancing policies for systems whose resources have varying
speeds is crucial in achieving low response times. Indeed, how best to dispatch jobs to
servers is a classical and well-studied problem in the queueing literature. Yet the bulk
of existing work on large-scale systems assumes homogeneous servers; unfortunately,
policies that perform well in the homogeneous setting can cause unacceptably poor
performance in heterogeneous systems.
We adapt the ‘‘power-of-d’’ versions of both the Join-the-Idle-Queue and Join-theShortest-Queue policies to design two corresponding families of heterogeneity-aware
dispatching policies, each of which is parameterized by a pair of routing probabilities. Unlike their heterogeneity-unaware counterparts, our policies use server speed
information both when choosing which servers to query and when probabilistically
deciding where (among the queried servers) to dispatch jobs. Both of our policy
families are analytically tractable: our mean response time and queue length distribution analyses are exact as the number of servers approaches infinity, under standard
assumptions. Furthermore, our policy families achieve maximal stability and outperform well-known dispatching rules – including heterogeneity-aware policies such as
Shortest-Expected-Delay – with respect to mean response time.
© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In large-scale computer systems, deciding how to dispatch arriving jobs to servers is a primary factor affecting system
performance. Consequently, there is a wealth of literature on designing, analyzing, and evaluating the performance of
load balancing policies. For analytical tractability, most existing work on dispatching in large-scale systems makes a key
assumption: that the servers are homogeneous, meaning that they all have the same speeds, capabilities, and available
resources. But this assumption is not accurate in practice. Modern computer systems are instead heterogeneous: server
farms may consist of multiple generations of hardware, servers with varied resources, or even virtual machines running
in a cloud environment. Given the ubiquity of heterogeneity in today’s systems, it is critically important to develop load
balancing policies that perform well in heterogeneous environments. In this paper, we focus on systems in which server
speeds are heterogeneous.
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Fig. 1. Mean response time as a function of average arrival rate per server under the dispatching policies we propose as well as four standard
policies. Here 20% of the servers are fast, and the fast servers have average speed 10 times that of the slow servers. The average service rate is 1,
meaning that λ < 1 is the maximal stability region.

The dominant dispatching paradigm in the contemporary literature on large scale systems is the ‘‘power of d choices’’,
wherein the dispatcher cannot use global information to make dispatching decisions, as that would require prohibitively
expensive communication upon each job’s arrival. Rather, a fixed number (d) of servers are queried at random, and a
dispatching decision is made among these servers. Unfortunately, the ‘‘power of d’’ policies that have been designed to
perform well in homogeneous systems can lead to unacceptably poor performance in the presence of heterogeneity. Fig. 1
illustrates this poor performance. For example, the classical Join-the-Shortest-Queue-d (JSQ-d) policy, under which, upon a
job’s arrival, the dispatcher queries d servers uniformly at random and sends the job to the queried server with the fewest
jobs in its queue, can cause the system to become unstable if the system’s capacity is concentrated among a relatively
small number of fast servers. In Fig. 1, we see that JSQ-4 appears to approach instability around λ = 0.7, rather than
achieving the maximal stability region of λ < 1. JSQ-d is just one example of a heterogeneity-unaware policy, but recent
work has shown that other heterogeneity-unaware policies, including Join Idle Queue (JIQ), also can lead to high response
times in heterogeneous systems. For example, in Fig. 1, we see that at low load JIQ achieves a much higher response time
than many of the other policies that we consider. This is surprising in light of the fact that JIQ is known to be delay
optimal, even in heterogeneous systems [1]. The seemingly contradictory observation that JIQ can lead to high response
times comes from the fact that minimizing time in queue, i.e., delay, does not always equate to minimizing time in system,
i.e., response time. In particular, response time might be lower when waiting in the queue at a fast server than when
entering service immediately at a slow server. Clearly, when response time is the metric of interest, it is necessary to use
server speed information when making dispatching decisions in heterogeneous systems.
Yet simply using heterogeneity information is not enough: it matters exactly when and how the dispatcher uses this
information. Consider the Shortest-Expected-Delay-d (SED-d) policy, a natural heterogeneity-aware generalization of JSQd. Under SED-d, upon a job’s arrival the dispatcher queries d servers uniformly at random and sends the job to the queried
server at which the job’s expected delay – the number of jobs in the queue scaled by the server’s speed – is smallest.
By allowing the dispatcher to select a fast server with a longer queue over a slow server with a shorter queue, SED-d
overcomes one of the weaknesses of JSQ-d in the presence of heterogeneity. Unfortunately, this is insufficient to solve the
fundamental problem faced by JSQ-d. Again, we see in Fig. 1 that SED-d, too, can cause poor performance (and apparent
instability) if fast servers are queried infrequently.
While server heterogeneity poses a problem for many existing dispatching policies, it also presents an opportunity to
design new policies that leverage heterogeneity to achieve good performance and maintain stability, rather than suffering
in the presence of heterogeneity. Our key insight is that there are two decision points at which ‘‘power of d’’ policies can
use server speed information. First, the dispatcher can make heterogeneity-aware decisions about which d servers to
query. Second, the dispatcher can make heterogeneity-aware decisions about where among the queried servers to send
an arriving job. Alone, neither decision point appears to be enough to both ensure stability and achieve good performance.
In combination, they allow for the design of a new class of powerful policies that benefit from server speed heterogeneity.
We propose two new families of policies, called JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ), that are inspired by classical ‘‘power of
d’’ policies but use server speed information at both decision points. This enables them to outperform JSQ-d, SED-d, and
other heterogeneity-aware policies in certain settings, as well as to maintain the full stability region. At the first decision
point, instead of querying d servers uniformly at random from among all servers, our policies query dF fast servers and
dS slow servers. Unlike under JSQ-d and SED-d, this guarantees that each job has the option to run on a fast server. After
querying dF + dS servers, our policies decide probabilistically based on the servers’ states (idle or busy) whether to dispatch
the job to a fast server or a slow server. Our policy families are analytically tractable: given the probabilistic parameter
settings, we derive the mean response time and queue length distribution under each, in an asymptotic regime where the
number of servers approaches infinity. While the two families are functionally similar, they require different analytical
approaches. We analyze JIQ-(dF , ds ) using a mean field approach, and JSQ-(dF , dS ) using a system of differential equations
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capturing the system evolution. Our analyses of both policies are exact in the limiting regime where the number of servers
approaches infinity, under standard asymptotic independence assumptions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we survey related work on dispatching in heterogeneous systems. Section 3 describes the system model and defines the JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) policy families. In
Section 4 we present our analyses of both policies. We give a numerical evaluation in Section 5 and propose a heuristic
for selecting policy parameters in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we conclude.
2. Related work
In large-scale homogeneous systems, Join-the-Shortest-Queue (JSQ) is known to minimize mean response time under
first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheduling when service times are independent and identically distributed and have nondecreasing hazard rate [2,3]. While analyzing response time is challenging due to the dependencies among queue lengths,
approximations exist in both the FCFS setting with exponential service times [4] and the Processor Sharing (PS) setting
with general service times [5]. Because of the high communication cost required to query all servers for their queue
lengths, the JSQ-d (also called SQ(d) or Power-of-d) policy was proposed and analyzed, assuming homogeneous servers
and exponential service times [6,7]. This policy has been extended to variants such as JTQ(d, T ), under which a job is
dispatched to a server with workload less than a threshold T ; when T = 0 this policy coincides with Join-Idle-Queue-d
(JIQ-d) [8]. Other policies, such as Join-Idle-Queue (JIQ), have also been proposed as low-communication alternatives to
JSQ that are able to avoid querying servers for their queue lengths [9,10].
Once the server homogeneity assumption is relaxed, the optimality and analytical tractability of state-aware dispatching policies suffers. The JSQ-2 policy has been studied in heterogeneous FCFS systems with general service times, under
both light traffic [11] and heavy traffic [12] assumptions. Performance analysis also exists for JSQ-2 in heterogeneous PS
systems [13]. The Shortest Expected Delay (SED) policy is a natural alternative to JSQ when server speeds are known;
SED has been shown empirically to perform favorably to several other heterogeneity-aware policies [14]. However, SED
is known to be suboptimal in general [15]. When service times are generally distributed, and estimating the expected
delay uses information about the age of the job currently in service (as in [15]), SED requires knowledge of the full job
size distribution in order to estimate the remaining service time of the job currently in service. The Generalized JSQ
(GJSQ) policy has been proposed as an alternative when only the mean job size at each server, not the full job size
distribution, is known [16] (note that when service times are exponentially distributed, SED and GJSQ are equivalent).
The equilibrium distribution of the number of jobs in the system has been analyzed under both SED and GJSQ in a
heterogeneous two-server system [16,17]. The Balanced Routing policy (which we call Weighted JSQ in Section 5) uses
server speed information by querying servers probabilistically in proportion to their speeds but ignores heterogeneity
information when choosing among the queried servers; this policy minimizes the system workload in heavy traffic [18],
but can be suboptimal at lower load.
A common theme in much of the recent work on dispatching in heterogeneous systems is the observation that policies
like JSQ-d and JIQ, which were designed for homogeneous systems, can perform poorly in heterogeneous systems. Recently
several families of policies have been proposed that are throughput optimal in heterogeneous settings, including PULL [1]
and Π [12]. PULL, which differs from JIQ only in some implementation details, is shown to be optimal in the sense that
it stochastically minimizes the queue length distribution [1]; as we will see in Section 5, this does not mean that it is
optimal with respect to other system metrics such as response time.
Another related stream of work focuses on the so-called ‘‘slow server problem’’, wherein the system designer must
choose when to use a slow server if at all. Typically, models consist of two servers of different speeds with all jobs
arriving to a single queue [19–23], with more recent work examining similar problems in settings with more than two
servers [24,25]. As they examine a central queue setting rather than an immediate dispatching setting, the policies and
analysis proposed in these papers are inapplicable to our setting. Closer to our setting but still within the literature on
central queues is [26], which considers dispatching to one of two subsystems: a central queue for a limited number of
fast servers, and a subsystem with an infinite number of slow servers.
More closely related to our work is a literature stream on dispatching in small-scale heterogeneous systems [27–
31]. Such work explores policies that use information about all servers’ queue lengths (or sometimes more detailed
information, as in [32]) when making dispatching decisions. These are not ‘‘power of d’’ policies and would not typically
be considered scalable; hence, our policies of interest, analytical approaches, and qualitative findings differ significantly
from those in the papers above.
3. Model
Our system consists of k heterogeneous servers (see Fig. 2). There are two classes of servers: kF of the servers are ‘‘fast’’
k
k
servers and kS = k − kF of the servers are ‘‘slow’’ servers. We let qF = kF and qS = kS = 1 − qF denote the fraction
of servers that are fast and slow respectively. Service times are independent with rate µF on fast servers and rate µS on
slow servers, where the speed ratio r ≡ µF /µS > 1. For most of the paper, unless otherwise specified, we assume that
service times are exponentially distributed. For simplicity, we assume that µF qF + µS qS = 1, so that the system has total
capacity k.
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Fig. 2. The system consists of kF fast servers, each with service rate µF , and kS slow servers, each with service rate µS . Job arrive to the system as
a Poisson process with rate λk and are dispatched immediately.

Jobs arrive to the system as a Poisson process with rate λk. Upon arrival to the system, a job is dispatched immediately
to a single server according to some policy. Each server works on the jobs in its queue in first-come first-served (FCFS)
order.
We consider two families of dispatching policies: JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ). The common framework shared by both
families favors idle fast servers whenever possible, and leverages the idea that slow servers are still occasionally worth
utilizing (motivating probabilistic decision-making), and it is better to utilize them when idle rather than busy (motivating
the use of two – rather than just one – probabilistic parameters). Both policy families are parameterized by dF and dS ,
as well as by probabilities pF and pS ; each setting for these four parameters defines a different specific policy within the
family. In the sections that follow, we will discuss how one can determine how to set these parameters.
Definition 1. Under both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ), when a job arrives the dispatcher queries dF fast servers and dS
slow servers, chosen uniformly at random without replacement. The job is then dispatched to one of the queried servers
as follows:

• If any of the dF fast servers are idle, the job begins service on one of them.
• If all dF fast servers are busy and any of the dS slow servers are idle:
– With probability pS the job begins service on an idle slow server.
– With probability 1 − pS the job is dispatched to a chosen fast server among the dF queried.

• If all dF + dS queried servers are busy:
– With probability pF the job is dispatched to a chosen fast server among the dF queried.
– With probability 1 − pF the job is dispatched to a chosen slow server among the dS queried.
The difference between the two policies lies in how a busy server (among those under consideration) is chosen. Under
JIQ-(dF , dS ) the server is chosen uniformly at random. Under JSQ-(dF , dS ) the server with the shortest queue is chosen.
Under both policies all ties are broken uniformly at random.
4. Analysis
In this section we analyze performance under both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ). One of the significant downsides
to heterogeneity-unaware dispatching policies such as JSQ-d and SED-d is that they appear to become unstable under
certain system parameters, including, for example, when qF is low and the fast servers are significantly faster than the
slow servers. We begin by showing that JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) achieve the maximal stability region (Section 4.1).
We then turn to analyzing the queue length distributions and mean response times under our policies (Section 4.2).
4.1. Stability
Both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) are parameterized by two probabilistic parameters, pF and pS , that determine whether
an arriving job is routed to one of the queried fast servers or to one of the queried slow servers. In Section 4.2, after
analyzing the queue length distribution and mean response time for fixed choices of pF and pS , we will present an
optimization problem for determining the values of pF and pS that minimize mean response time. In Theorem 1, we
4
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assume that pF and pS are set optimally, and show that both policies achieve the maximum possible stability region.
Stability refers to the property that each server experiences an average arrival rate less than its service rate; because all
servers are work conserving in our model, this notion of stability is equivalent to the property that each server is idle a
nonzero fraction of the time. This property is a necessary condition for achieving finite mean response time. Note that
our results in this section allow for generally distributed service times.
Theorem 1. Under both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ), for any values of dF , dS ≥ 1, there exist choices of pF and pS such that
the system is stable for λ < µF qF + µS qS = 1.
Proof. We will begin by showing that the system is stable under JIQ-(dF , dS ) when pS = 1 and pF = µF qF , for all
dF , dS ≥ 1. The system’s stability cannot be affected by the arrival rates to idle servers. Hence, we consider only the
arrival rates to an arbitrary tagged busy fast server and to an arbitrary tagged busy slow server, which we denote by λBF
and λBS respectively. Let λQF denote the arrival rate of jobs that query a tagged fast server. We have

(k

F −1
dF −1

)(k )

F

S

dF

dS

S

d

λQF = λk (k )(k )S =

λdF
qF

.

(1)

λQS is defined similarly.
The arrival rate λBF depends not only on the state of the tagged fast server, but also on whether the other servers
queried by an arriving job are busy or idle. When the tagged fast server is busy, an arriving job that queries the tagged
server will be dispatched to it if none of the other queried fast servers are idle, and if either (1) all queried slow servers
are busy, the dispatcher chooses to send the job to a fast server (probability pF ), and the tagged fast server is chosen
uniformly at random among all queried fast servers (probability 1/dF ), or (2) the arrival queries an idle slow server, the
dispatcher chooses to send the job to a fast server (probability 1 − pS ), and the tagged fast server is chosen uniformly at
random among all queried fast servers (probability 1/dF ). We thus have:

λBF =

λQF
dF

{
P

all other queried
fast servers busy

} ( {
· P

}

all queried
slow servers busy

{
pF + P

not all queried
slow servers busy

}

)

(1 − pS ) ,

(2)

which is at most λpF /qF because pS = 1, P {all other fast servers busy} ≤ 1, and P {all queried slow servers busy} ≤ 1.
Let pF = µF qF . Then we have λBF ≤ qλ pF = λµF < µF , ensuring the stability of the fast servers, if λ < 1.
F
We also must consider the arrival rate to a busy slow server, denoted λBS . Our approach is similar, yielding:

λBS =

λQS
dS

{
P

all other queried

} {

slow servers busy

P

}

all queried
fast servers busy

(1 − pF ),

(3)

which is at most λ(1 − pF )/qS because P {all other slow servers busy} ≤ 1 and P {all queried fast servers busy} ≤ 1. Again,
let pF = µF qF . Then we have

λBS ≤

λ
qS

(1 − pF ) =

λ
qS

µS qS = λµS ,

which is less than µS , ensuring the stability of the slow servers, if λ < 1.
At this point we have shown that JIQ-(dF , dS ) is stable for pS = 1, pF = µF qF . We obtain the same stability result
for JSQ-(dF , dS ) by observing that joining the shortest queue among dF fast servers (or among dS slow servers) instead of
routing randomly to one of those dF fast servers (dS slow servers) cannot decrease the stability region. □
Theorem 1 tells us that there always exist settings for pS and pF for which the system is stable; in Theorem 2 we
identify more specific necessary and sufficient conditions for stability as λ → 1.
Theorem 2.

As λ → 1, the system is unstable if pF ̸ = µF qF , and the system is stable if pF = µF qF and pS ≥ µS qS .

Proof. We first show that the system is stable if pF = µF qF and pS ≥ µS qS . We begin by considering an arbitrary tagged
fast server. Note that the arrival rate to the tagged server when it is idle does not affect the stability region of that server.
The arrival rate to a tagged busy fast server is given in (2). We have P {all other queried fast servers busy} ≤ 1, pF = µF qF ,
and pS ≥ µS qS , so 1 − pS ≤ 1 − µS qS = µF qF . Applying these bounds to (2) we obtain

λBF ≤

λ
qF

( {
P

all queried
slow servers busy

}

µF qF + P

{

not all queried
slow servers busy

}

µF qF

)

= λµF ,
which is less than µF , ensuring the stability of the tagged server – and hence, of all fast servers – if λ < 1.
We now establish the stability of the slow servers. Because the fast servers are stable as λ → 1, it must
also be the case that P {tagged fast server busy} → 1. Thus an arriving job is likely to query dF busy servers:
P {all queried fast servers busy} → 1. Let P {all queried fast servers busy} = 1 − ϵ for some small ϵ > 0, where ϵ → 0 as
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λ → 1. The total arrival rate of jobs that find all queried fast servers busy – and hence, that query slow servers – is then
λk(1 − ϵ ). Consider an arbitrary tagged slow server, and note that, as for the fast servers, the arrival rate to a slow server
when it is idle does not affect its stability region. For a tagged busy slow server, we have

λBS =

λ
qS

(1 − ϵ ) · P

{

}

all other queried
slow servers busy

· (1 − pF ).

We have P {all other queried slow servers busy} ≤ 1 and pF = µF qF , so 1 − pF = 1 − µF qF = µS qS , which gives

λBS ≤ λµS (1 − ϵ ).
This is less than µS , ensuring stability of the tagged slow server—and hence, of all slow servers—if λ < 1.
We now turn to the second part of the result: that the system is unstable when pF ̸ = µF qF (for any choice of pS ).
The argument hinges on the observation that the maximum throughput of the system is k(µF qF + µS qS ) = k (because
µF qF + µS qS = 1). In order for the system to be stable as λ → 1 (i.e., the total system arrival rate approaches k), it
must therefore be the case that the probability that all servers are busy approaches 1; if some servers were idle with
probability ϵ > 0, then the maximum possible system throughput would be less than the arrival rate and the system
would be unstable.
in mind,
we first }
consider the case where pF > µF qF . Recall λBF from (2), and assume that
{With this observation
}
{

→ 1 (if not, the system already is unstable). Then, as λ → 1, we have that
λBF → pF /qF , which is less than µF if pF < µF qF ; this contradicts our assumption that pF > µF qF , hence the system is
unstable in this case. The case where pF < µF qF is similar. □
P

all other queried
fast servers busy

→ 1 and P

all queried
slow servers busy

It is possible that the system also remains stable for a wider range of values for pS > 0, but identifying the full stability
region remains an open problem.

4.2. Queue length and response time
In this section we analyze the queue length distribution and mean response time under both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ(dF , dS ). We will assume that k → ∞ and that in this limiting regime the queue lengths at each of the servers become
independent. This lets us treat a single queue as its own isolated system. This asymptotic independence assumption is
common in analyses of large-scale systems and has been proved in a number of related systems [33–37]; one approach
used to prove this assumption is the cavity queue method [38–40]. Consistent with the approach used in [8,41], we do
not formally prove asymptotic independence; instead, we demonstrate via numerical studies that as k becomes large our
approximation is highly accurate.
Let ρF and ρS denote respectively the fraction of time that a fast server is busy and that a slow server is busy. We
begin with the observation that ρF and ρS are independent of the choice of policy between JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS )
and of the service time distribution. For both policies, and for any service time distribution such that the system is stable
(i.e., ρF , ρS < 1), we have

ρF = λkP {job runs on a fast server} ·

1

µF kF

=

λ

(

d

d

d

d

d

(1 − ρF F ) + ρF F (1 − ρS S )(1 − pS ) + ρF F ρS S pF

µF qF
)
λ ( dF
1
d
d
d
ρS = λkP {job runs on a slow server} ·
=
ρF (1 − ρS S )pS + ρF F ρS S (1 − pF ) .
µS kS
µS qS

)

(4)
(5)

Note that we use our asymptotic independence assumption in these expressions. Solving this system of equations,
numerically if an exact analytical solution is not possible, yields ρF and ρS . We will define π0F = 1 − ρF (respectively,
π0S = 1 − ρS ) to be the probability that a fast (slow) server is idle.
4.2.1. JIQ-(dF , dS )
We will derive performance metrics under JIQ-(dF , dS ) first for exponential service times, then for general service times.
For both analyses, we use a mean field approach and study a tagged fast server and a tagged slow server, each in isolation.
We will need the arrival rates to fast and slow servers when they are busy and when they are idle; we note that these
rates are independent of the service time distribution. Let λBF , λIF , λBS , and λIS denote respectively the arrival rates to a
tagged busy fast, idle fast, busy slow, and idle slow server; while we use the same notation as in Section 4.1, note that
we are now assuming that k → ∞ and that the asymptotic independence assumption holds.
Eqs. (2) and (3) give the arrival rates to a tagged busy fast server and a tagged busy slow server, respectively. Under our
asymptotic independence assumption, all other fast (respectively, slow) servers have the same stationary distribution, πiF
6
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Fig. 3. The Markov chain tracking the number of jobs at a tagged fast server. State iF indicates that there are i jobs at the fast server (including
the job in service, if there is one).

(πiS ), as the tagged fast (slow) server, where πiF (πiS ) denotes the stationary probability that there are i jobs at a tagged
fast (slow) server, i ∈ {0, 1, . . .}. We thus have, for a tagged fast server:

{
P

all other queried

}

fast servers busy

{
P

}

not all queried
slow servers busy

{
P

}

all queried
slow servers busy

= (1 − π0F )dF −1
= 1 − (1 − π0S )dS
= (1 − π0S )dS ,

and, substituting into (2),

λBF =

λ
qF

(1 − π0F )dF −1

1 − (1 − π0S )dS (1 − pS ) + (1 − π0S )dS pF .

((

)

)

(6)

For a tagged slow server, we have:

{
P

all other queried
slow servers busy

{
P

}
}

all queried
fast servers busy

= (1 − π0S )dS −1
= (1 − π0F )dF ,

and, substituting into (3),

λBS =

λ
qS

(1 − π0F )dF (1 − π0S )dS −1 (1 − pF ).

(7)

We next find λIF and λIS , the arrival rates to a tagged idle fast server and a tagged idle slow server respectively. When
the tagged fast server is idle, an arriving job that queries the tagged server will be dispatched to it if it is chosen (uniformly
at random) among all idle fast servers queried by the arrival. We have:

(d −1 (
)
) i
F
∑
(1 − π0F )dF −1−i
dF − 1 π0F
λIF =
.
qF
i+1
i
λdF

(8)

i=0

Similarly, for the tagged idle slow server, we have:

)
(d −1 (
) i
S
∑
(1 − π0S )dS −1−i
dS − 1 π0S
λIS = λQS (1 − π0F )
pS .
i
i+1
dF

(9)

i=0

We are now ready to derive mean response time under both exponential and general service times.
When service times are exponentially distributed, our approach involves setting up and solving a Markov chain for a
tagged fast server and for a tagged slow server. We begin with the fast server. Recall that state iF denotes that there are
i jobs at the fast server, including the job in service if there is one, and πiF denotes that state’s stationary probability. The
number of jobs at the tagged fast server will evolve as a state-dependent birth–death process with arrival rate λIF when
it is idle, arrival rate λBF when it is busy, and service rate µF . Fig. 3 depicts the Markov chain corresponding to this server.
The stationary probabilities for this Markov chain are:

πiF =

λIF
µF

(

λBF
µF

)i−1

π0F ,

With the normalization equation,

π0F =

i ≥ 1.

∑∞

i=0

πiF = 1, this yields:

µF − λBF
.
µF − λBF + λIF

(10)
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Our approach for the slow server is similar, yielding:

)i−1
λBS
π0S ,
µS
µS − λBS
=
µS − λBS + λIS

λIS
πiS =
µS
π0S

(

i ≥ 1.
(11)

We now have six Eqs. (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) to solve for six unknown variables (π0F , λIF , λBF , π0S , λIS , λBS ), after
which we will have obtained the full queue length distribution under JIQ-(dF , dS ).
We are now ready to give an expression for mean response time as a function of the system parameters and the policy
parameters pF and pS . Let E [NF ] and E [NS ] denote respectively the mean number of jobs at a fast server and at a slow
server. We have:
E [NF ] =

∞
∑

iπiF = π0F

(12)

i=1

i=0

E [NS ] =

)i−1
∞ (
λIF µF
λIF ∑ λBF
i
=
µF
µF
(µF − λBF )(µF − λBF + λIF )

λIS µS
.
(µS − λBS )(µS − λBS + λIS )

(13)

Putting this together, the mean number of jobs in the system is:
E [N] = kF E [NF ] + kS E [NS ] .

(14)

Finally, we apply Little’s Law to obtain the mean response time:
E [T ] =

kF E [NF ] + kS E [NS ]

λk

=

qF λIF µF
qS λIS µS
+
.
λ(µF − λBF )(µF − λBF + λIF ) λ(µS − λBS )(µS − λBS + λIS )

(15)

For general service times, our Markov chain approach no longer applies. Now, a job’s service time on a fast server
(respectively, a slow server) is distributed like YF (YS ). We define r in a manner that is consistent with its definition in
the setting with exponential service times, i.e., r = E[YS ]/E[YF ], and furthermore we assume that YS and YF are drawn
from the same distribution modulo scaling (i.e., YS is distributed like rYF ). Note that the servers exhibit heterogeneity in
speed, but (as in the case of exponential service times) the coefficient of variation associated with service times, denoted
by cv , is the same across both server speeds.
To analyze this system, we make the observation that the dynamics of a busy fast server are identical to those of an
M/G/1 system with arrival rate λBF and service time distributed like YF . The only difference between these two systems is
that they have different arrival rates when idle; this does not affect the response time distribution. Hence we can conclude
that the response time distribution at a fast server under JIQ-(dF , dS ) is the same as that of this M/G/1 system. A similar
result holds for slow servers. The Pollaczek–Khinchine formula gives us:

λBF (1 + cv2 )E [YF ]2
+ E [YF ]
2(1 − λBF E [YF ])
λBS (1 + cv2 )E [YS ]2
E [TS ] =
+ E [YS ] .
2(1 − λBS E [YS ])

E [TF ] =

Conditioning on whether an arriving job is dispatched to a fast or a slow server, we then obtain the system mean
response time:
E [T ] =

qF (λIF (1 − ρF ) + λBF ρF )

)
λBF (1 + cv2 )E [YF ]2
+ E [YF ]
λ
2(1 − λBF E [YF ])
(
)
qS (λIS (1 − ρS ) + λBS ρS ) λBS (1 + cv2 )E [YS ]2
+
+ E [YS ]
λ
2(1 − λBS E [YS ])
(

(16)

which coincides with (15) when YF and YS are exponentially distributed. Note the expression λIF (1 − ρF ) + λBF ρF
(respectively, λIS (1 − ρS ) + λBS ρS ) in (16) is the average arrival rate experienced by a fast (slow) server.
The observation that a tagged fast server essentially behaves like an M/G/1 also allows us to adapt standard techniques,
such as M/G/1 transform analysis, to derive queue length distributions and other system metrics (see Chapter 26 of [42]).
Having determined E [T ] for a fixed pF and pS , we can now optimize the JIQ-(dF , dS ) policy by finding the optimal
values for pF and pS . We will assume a fixed dF and dS , but note that we could also optimize over dF and dS ; only a small
set of values for dF and dS are likely to be practical. Eq. (16) tells us that the optimal values of pF and pS depend on the
mean service times E [YF ] = 1/µF and E [YS ] = 1/µS and the coefficient of variation cv .
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Our optimization problem for JIQ-(dF , dS ) for general service time distributions is as follows:
minimize

E [T ]

subject to

Eqs. (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9)

pF ,pS

(17)

0 < π0F , π0S ≤ 1
0 ≤ pF , pS < 1
where E [T ] is given in (16). We provide an explicit formulation of this problem in Appendix A.

4.3. JSQ-(dF , dS )
While the difference between JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) may seem like only a minor policy modification, it
necessitates a fundamentally different analytical approach. Imagine applying the tagged server approach used to analyze
JIQ-(dF , dS ) to JSQ-(dF , dS ), and consider a tagged fast server under JSQ-(dF , dS ). As under JIQ-(dF , dS ), this server experiences
a state-dependent arrival rate. Unlike under JIQ-(dF , dS ), this arrival rate is different for every state, and it depends on the
queue lengths of all other polled servers. Hence adopting the Markov chain-based approach we used for JIQ-(dF , dS ) would
require solving a highly complicated infinite system of equations.
Instead, our approach for analyzing JSQ-(dF , dS ) will involve considering a tagged arrival to the system, again assuming
that k → ∞ and that in this limiting regime, all servers have independent queue lengths. We return to considering
exponential service times in this section.
We condition on whether the tagged arrival runs on a fast or slow server and on whether or not it waits in the queue:
E [T ] = E [T |run on idle fast] · P {run on idle fast} + E [T |run on idle slow] · P {run on idle slow}

+ E [T |queue at busy fast] · P {queue at busy fast} + E [T |queue at busy slow] · P {queue at busy slow}
=

1

d

· (1 − ρF F ) +

µF

1

µS

d

d

d

d

d

· ρF F (1 − ρS S )pS + E [T |queue at busy fast] · ρF F (ρS S pF + (1 − ρS S )(1 − pS ))
d

d

+ E [T |queue at busy slow] · ρF F ρS S (1 − pF ).

(18)

In line (18) we use the asymptotic independence assumption.
We next derive E [T | queue at busy fast]. Here, the job joins the shortest queue among the dF polled fast servers, all
of which are busy. In order to derive response time, we first need to determine the distribution of the number of jobs in
a fast server’s queue.
Let fi (t) be the fraction of fast servers that have at least i jobs at time t. We note that f0 (t) = 1 for all t.
As in [6], we consider a limiting system, where k → ∞ and the system exhibits deterministic steady-state behavior
where dfi (t)/dt = 0 for all i ≥ 0. This setting lets us describe our system’s evolution through a system of differential
equations wherein all fi (t) functions are constant (henceforth we write fi rather than fi (t)).
We formulate the differential equations by considering the expected change in the fraction of fast servers’ queues with
at least i > 1 jobs over a small interval of time dt. This fraction will increase if an arriving job joins the queue at a fast
server with exactly i − 1 jobs. The average arrival rate per fast server is λ/qF (recall that qF is the fraction of servers that
d
d
are fast). With probability fi−F1 − fi F all dF of the polled fast servers have at least i − 1 jobs, but not all dF have at least
i jobs (that is, the shortest queue among the dF fast servers contains exactly i − 1 jobs). The arriving job will join the
d
length-(i − 1) queue if either (1) there is an idle slow server among the dS polled slow servers (probability 1 − ρS S ) and
the job is assigned to join the queue at a fast server (probability 1 − pS ), or (2) there are no idle slow servers among
d
the dS polled slow servers (probability ρS S ) and the job is assigned to join the queue at a fast server (probability pF ). The
number of queues with at least i > 1 jobs will decrease if a job departs from a queue with exactly i jobs. This happens
with rate µF kF (fi − fi+1 ). Putting this together, we have, for i > 1:
dfi
dt

=

λ (
qF

d

fi−F1 − fi

dF

)(

d

d

(1 − ρS S )(1 − pS ) + ρS S pF

)

− µF (fi − fi+1 ).

(19)

The case where i = 1 is similar, except here an arriving job that finds a fast server with i − 1 = 0 jobs in the queue will
simply begin service on that server with probability 1. So for i = 1 we have:
df1
dt

=

λ (
qF

d

1 − f1 F

)

− µF (f1 − f2 ).

(20)

This gives us a system of equations for the fi terms, recalling that f0 = 1. We further note that f1 is the fraction of fast
df
servers that are busy; using our asymptotic independence assumption, we have f1 = ρF . We now set dti = 0 for all i
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and solve for the fi terms as follows. Given the policy parameters pF and pS , we can obtain f1 = ρF by solving Eqs. (4)
and (5). We then iteratively calculate f2 , f3 , f4 , . . . numerically using Eq. (19). In Appendix B, we prove that this system of
differential equations has a unique and stable fixed point.
Once we have the fi terms, we can find E [T |queue at busy fast] by conditioning on the queue length seen by an arriving
job:
E [T |queue at busy fast ] =

∞
∑

P { job joins queue with i jobs| queue at busy fast} (i + 1)

i=1

=

d
d
∞
fi F − fi+F1
1 ∑
.
(i + 1) ·
dF
µF
f1
i=1

1

µF
(21)

Note that the probability that a job joins a queue with i jobs is not the same as the probability that a server has i jobs
in its queue. In our numerical computations of E [T ], we truncate the summation at i = 100; we numerically validated
that this truncation point results in including all terms such that fi > 10−10 . While we compute only a finite number of
fi terms, this has no significant effect on the resulting value of E [T ].
Our approach to find E [T |queue at busy slow] is similar. Let si (t) denote the fraction of slow servers with at least i
jobs at time t (we will write si when the meaning is clear). We obtain the following system of differential equations for
the si terms:
dsi
dt
ds1
dt

=
=

λ (
qS

λ (

qS

d

)

)

d

d

d

si−S 1 − si S ρF F (1 − pF ) − µS (si − si+1 ).
d

(22)

1 − s1S ρF F pS − µS (s1 − s2 ),

(23)
ds

where we note that s0 (t) = 1 for all t. Again, setting dti = 0 for all i allows us to solve for a fixed point for the si terms
using the same approach as for the fi terms, and this fixed point is unique and stable (see Appendix B).
As with the fast servers, we now find
E [T |queue at busy slow ] =

d
d
∞
si S − si+S 1
1 ∑
.
(i + 1) ·
d
µS
s1S
i=1

(24)

In our numerical computations, we again truncate the summation at i = 100 and numerically validate that this includes
all terms with si > 10−10 .
The overall system mean response time results from combining (18), (21), and (24).
As under JIQ-(dF , dS ), we now find the values of pF and pS that minimize mean response time under JSQ-(dF , dS )
(assuming dF and dS are fixed). Our optimization problem is as follows:
minimize

E [T ]

subject to

Eqs. (4), (5)

pF ,pS

dfi

=

dsi

=0

dt
dt
f 0 = s0 = 1

i≥1
(25)

f 1 = ρF
s1 = ρS
0 ≤ ρF , ρS < 1
0 ≤ pF , pS ≤ 1
where E [T ] is given in (18), (21), (24) and
this problem in Appendix A.

dfi dsi
, dt
dt

are given in (19), (20), (22), (23). We provide an explicit formulation of

5. Numerical results
In this section we present a numerical study to evaluate performance under the JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) policy
families. For each set of system parameters considered, we report results for the optimal policy within each family, i.e., pF
and pS are chosen to minimize mean response time, as discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.3. We consider different levels
of server heterogeneity by varying two parameters: qF (the fraction of servers that are fast) and r ≡ µF /µS (the speed
ratio). Unless otherwise specified, we set dF = dS = 2, and service times are exponentially distributed.
10
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Fig. 4. Analytical and simulated mean response time as a function of k under both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ). Here qF = 0.5, r = 10, dF = dS = 2,
and pF and pS are optimized separately for each policy family.

5.1. Convergence in k
Our analyses for both JIQ-(dF , dS ) (Section 4.2.1) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) (Section 4.3) are approximate because they assume
that the server states are independent as the number of servers k → ∞. We evaluate the accuracy of our approximations
by comparing our analytical results to simulation (see Fig. 4). As k increases our analytical results for mean response time
under both policies become increasingly accurate. By k = 500, the analytical and simulation results are indistinguishable.
We obtained similar results for other system parameter settings. In the remainder of this section, we set k = 1000 for all
simulated results.
5.2. Mean response time
Fig. 5 compares mean response time under JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) to that under four other policies (results for
our policies are analytical, while results for the following policies are simulated):

• Under JSQ-d, the dispatcher queries d servers uniformly at random and sends the job to the server among those d with
the shortest queue.

• Under SED-d, the dispatcher queries d servers uniformly at random and sends the job to the server among those d at
which it has the shortest expected delay.

• Under WJSQ-d (the W stands for ‘‘Weighted’’), the dispatcher queries d servers, where the probability that a server is
queried is proportional to that server’s speed, and sends the job to the server among those d with the shortest queue.

• Under JIQ, the dispatcher sends the job to an idle server if there is one, and to a busy server chosen uniformly at random
otherwise.
We note that JSQ-d and JIQ are heterogeneity-unaware, SED-d only uses heterogeneity information when dispatching, and
WJSQ-d only uses heterogeneity information when querying. Unlike the other five polices that we consider, JIQ is not a
‘‘power of d’’ policy; we include it here as a point of comparison because it is known to minimize the probability that an
arriving job waits in the queue [1].
When there is little difference in speed between fast and slow servers (r = 1.1, top row of Fig. 5), JSQ-d and SED-d
perform similarly to each other, and both outperform our policies at high load. This is because when all servers are similar
in speed, providing more flexibility when selecting among queried servers offers a greater advantage than ensuring that
some fast servers are queried. But in systems with more pronounced heterogeneity, JSQ-d and SED-d cannot maintain
their good performance. As r increases, JSQ-d suffers significantly: here it is a serious shortcoming to make dispatching
decisions based only on queue lengths. SED-d corrects for this problem by scaling queue lengths in proportion to server
speeds. Yet when r is high and qF is low, both JSQ-d and SED-d can lead to apparent instability. In this regime, much of the
system’s capacity belongs to the fast servers, but an arriving job may not query any fast servers because JSQ-d and SED-d
use uniform querying (e.g., when qF = 0.2, only about 40% of jobs query a fast server). This causes the slow servers to
become overloaded. WJSQ-d avoids instability in this regime by ensuring that faster servers are more likely to be queried
and thus sent a job. However, performance under WJSQ-d still suffers at low load; here all queue lengths are relatively
short, so WJSQ-d effectively ignores server speeds when dispatching.
Our policies always remain stable, and in some cases achieve better performance, by differentiating between fast and
slow servers both when querying and when choosing where to dispatch among the queried servers. At low load, JIQ-(dF ,
dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) perform similarly to each other, and both outperform SED-d, JSQ-d, and WJSQ-d. As r increases, the gap
between our policies and JSQ-d becomes particularly pronounced: JSQ-d frequently sends jobs to slow servers even when
there are idle fast servers, whereas our policies are more likely to find and select an idle fast server. Indeed, our policies
effectively throw out the slow servers when load is sufficiently low or r is sufficiently high. At high load, too, JSQ-(dF ,
dS ) tends to perform competitively with or better than JSQ-d, SED-d, and WJSQ-d. Most notably, while JSQ-d and SED-d
11
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Fig. 5. Mean response time as a function of λ under JIQ-(2,2), JSQ-(2,2), JSQ-4, SED-4, and JIQ. Left to right: qF = 0.2, qF = 0.5, qF = 0.8. Top to
bottom: r = 1.1, r = 2, r = 5, r = 10.

appear to have a reduced stability region when qF is low and r is high, both JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) are guaranteed
to be stable provided λ < µF qF + µS qS , as shown in Theorem 1.
Unsurprisingly, JSQ-(dF , dS ) always outperforms JIQ-(dF , dS ). This makes sense: when using the same pF and pS values,
the only difference between the two policies is that the JSQ version makes a better dispatching decision when choosing
among busy servers. Note that the results in Fig. 5 do not necessarily have the same values of pF and pS for JSQ-(dF , dS )
and JIQ-(dF , dS ) because both policy families are optimized over the parameters. Even though JSQ-(dF , dS ) is guaranteed
to achieve lower mean response time than JIQ-(dF , dS ), the two policies perform similarly until λ becomes high. At this
point the advantage of JSQ-(dF , dS ) becomes more apparent, as this is when queues actually build up. Under both JIQ-(dF ,
dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ), mean response time appears to be non-convex in λ. This surprising result is due to our optimization
over pF and pS . For any fixed pF and pS , mean response time is convex in λ, and indeed the convex regions in the plots in
Fig. 5 occur when pF and pS do not change (for example, when λ is relatively low it is optimal to set pS = 0, i.e., to never
use the slow servers). The non-convex regions appear when either pF or pS is varying between 0 and 1.
We also compare our policies to JIQ, which uses queue length information from all servers, not just a subset of d
servers. At high load, JIQ outperforms all of the ‘‘power of d’’ policies; this is unsurprising given that JIQ will always find
an idle server if there is one. But at low load and high r, JIQ yields a substantially higher mean response time than our
12
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Fig. 6. Comparing the queue length distribution under JSQ-(2,2), JIQ-(2,2), and JIQ for fast servers (top row) and slow servers (bottom row) when
qF = 0.5. (a) r = 1.1, λ = 0.5, (b) r = 5, λ = 0.8, (c) r = 10, λ = 0.2.

policies. This is because, like JSQ-d and WJSQ-d, JIQ does not use server speed information to break ties between idle
servers. That our policies outperform JIQ may seem surprising in light of the fact that JIQ is delay optimal [1]; we explore
this result further in Section 5.3.
5.3. Queue length distribution
In this section we look at the queue length distributions under JIQ-(dF , dS ), JSQ-(dF , dS ), and JIQ in more detail to gain
insight as to why our policies can outperform JIQ in terms of response time, even though they lack JIQ’s queue length
optimality property.
Fig. 6 shows the queue length distribution under JIQ-(dF , dS ), JSQ-(dF , dS ), and JIQ for both fast servers (top row) and
slow servers (bottom row) in three settings selected from those featured in Fig. 5. At left, we show a case in which all
three policies have similar mean response times; in this case the queue length distributions are also similar. The center
column shows a case in which JIQ yields lower mean response time than our policies: in this case r = 5 and λ = 0.8.
Because λ is high, few slow servers are idle, but both our policies and JIQ prevent queues from building up at the slow
servers. The key difference between the policies lies in what happens at the fast servers. Under our policies, the optimal
value of pF in this setting is 1, meaning that a job will never choose to wait in the queue at a slow server. This means
that many jobs are deferred back to the (busy) fast servers, causing the queue lengths to increase. JIQ prevents the queue
lengths at the fast servers from growing. A slightly greater proportion of jobs run on slow servers under JIQ, but the jobs
that run on fast servers do not have to wait in the queue. When λ is high, this tradeoff favors JIQ.
In contrast, when λ is low the same tradeoff favors JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ), as shown in the right column of Fig. 6,
where r = 10 and λ = 0.2. Again, under JIQ a higher proportion of slow servers are busy because JIQ does not differentiate
between fast and slow idle servers. Indeed, there are no busy slow servers under JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) because the
combination of high r and low λ means that the optimal value of pS is 0: it is best not to use any of the slow servers at
all. As a result, the fast servers have a slightly lower probability of being idle under our policies than under JIQ. However,
because λ is low the queue lengths under JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) remain short. In this case, JIQ’s decision to prioritize
server idleness over server speed works against it, and our policies achieve lower mean response time.
5.4. Sensitivity to d
One of the primary selling points of policies like JSQ-d, SED-d, and WJSQ-d is the ‘‘power of two choices’’: often, there
is a large benefit in going from d = 1 (i.e., random routing) to d = 2, but a much smaller marginal benefit in further
increasing d. Consequently, JSQ-2 is the most commonly considered variant of JSQ-d. Our JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS )
policies query fast and slow servers separately; while setting dF = dS = 1 offers two choices in total, it does not offer a
choice within each speed. Therefore, JIQ-(1,1) and JSQ-(1,1) are equivalent: once the dispatcher has chosen to send the
job to a fast (or slow) server there is only one choice for which server to use. Henceforth, we will refer to both policies
as JIQ-(1,1).
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Fig. 7. Mean response time as a function of λ under JIQ-(1,1), JSQ-2, SED-2, and WJSQ-2 when r = 5. (a) qF = 0.2, (b) qF = 0.8.

Unlike JSQ-2 and SED-2, JIQ-(1,1) uses queue length information only when deciding between an idle slow server and
a busy fast server; all other decisions are made probabilistically. This makes JIQ-(1,1) much closer to random routing
than either JSQ-2 or SED-2, and one might think that consequently JIQ-(1,1) would generally exhibit poor performance.
However, our results indicate the opposite: JIQ-(1,1) often substantially outperforms JSQ-2 and SED-2, especially when
qF is low (see Fig. 7). As previously noted, both JSQ-2 and SED-2 appear unstable when qF is low and r is high, whereas
JIQ-(1,1) guarantees that the system will remain stable.
In Fig. 8 we consider the effect of varying d = dF + dS on the performance of JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ): does the
marginal benefit of increasing d decrease as d gets larger? When d = 1, we interpret our policies to collapse the querying
and dispatching decision points into a single probabilistic choice: we dispatch to a random fast server with probability
pF and to a slow server otherwise. For all other values of d, we choose the optimal combination of dF , dS , pF , and pS such
that dF + dS = d. As under JSQ-d and SED-d, the steepest drop in mean response time comes from going from d = 1 to
d = 2, and mean response time is convex in d. When the fast and slow servers are similar in speed (Fig. 8 (a)), JSQ-d and
SED-d perform slightly better at low d, and all policies have similar performance at high d. When the r is high and qF is
low (Fig. 8 (b)), JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) are stable at all values of d, and outperform JSQ-d and SED-d even when d is
high enough for the latter two policies to be stable.
6. A heuristic for pF and pS
A key part of defining the JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) policies involves choosing values for pF and pS ; in Section 4 we
do this by finding the values of pF and pS that minimize mean response time. Fig. 9 shows mean response time under
JSQ-(dF , dS ) as a function of pF and pS for two different parameter settings (results for JIQ-(dF , dS ) are similar). When λ
is low to moderate (Fig. 9(a)), mean response time is relatively insensitive to the particular parameter choices, provided
that pS is high enough to ensure stability. When λ is high (Fig. 9(b)), it becomes more important to choose the right pF
and pS : even small variations in pF and pS can lead to substantial changes in response time, and there is a smaller set of
pF and pS values for which the system is stable.
The extreme sensitivity to pF and pS occurs only at very high λ; at most parameter settings the optimal values of pF
and pS fall into one of a few cases. If the fast servers comprise a sufficiently high fraction of the total system capacity or
if the system load is very low, it is best to set pS = 0. If the fast and slow servers are relatively similar in speed or if the
system load is sufficiently high, it is best to set pS = 1. As we showed in Theorem 2, as λ → 1, pF = µF qF is the only
value of pF for which the system is stable.
Motivated by these observations, we propose a heuristic for choosing appropriate values of pF and pS . Instead of
optimizing over the entire parameter space for pF and pS , which can be computationally expensive, we consider the
following parameter settings:

• pS = 0. Note that in this case the slow servers are never used, so the choice of pF does not matter.
• All combinations of pS ∈ {µS qS , 1} and pF ∈ {0, µF qF , 1}.
For each setting of λ, qF , and r, this gives us only seven policies to compare; we select the pF and pS that yields the best
performance among these seven alternatives.
Table 1 shows our results for JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ); each row shows a different value of λ, for a system with
qF = 0.2 and r = 10. Under both policies, when λ is low it is optimal to set pS = 0, and our heuristic correctly selects
this policy. As λ starts to increase, it becomes optimal to increase pS continuously and set pF = 1. Our heuristic sets
pF = 1 and changes pS in discrete steps from 0 to µS qS to 1; because λ is still relatively low, mean response time is
relatively insensitive to selecting a slightly suboptimal value of pS and our heuristic has low error. When λ becomes high,
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Fig. 8. Effect of varying d on mean response time under JIQ-(dF , dS ), JSQ-(dF , dS ), JSQ-d, SED-d, and WJSQ-d when λ = 0.8. (a) qF = 0.5, r = 1.1.
(b) qF = 0.2, r = 10. The tables at right show the optimal choices of (dF , dS ) for each d.

Fig. 9. Mean response time as a function of pF and pS . (a) qF = 0.2, r = 5, λ = 0.56, (b) qF = 0.5, r = 2, λ = 0.95. The red circle indicates the
optimal E [T ].

the performance of our heuristic can suffer. In this region it becomes optimal to set pS = 1 and decrease pF continuously,
while our heuristic must choose either pF = 1 or pF = µF qF . Because λ is high, a small change in pF (which corresponds
to a small change in the arrival rate to any individual busy server), can have a big affect on mean response time, and the
error of our heuristic can reach as high as 25%. However, as λ → 1, the heuristic, which sets pS = 1 and pF = µF qF , again
approaches perfect accuracy because pF = µF qF is the only value of pF that maintains stability, and as λ → 1 the queue
lengths build up so using an idle slow server when one is available (pS = 1) also should be optimal.
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Table 1
Comparison of optimal pF and pS to best heuristic under JIQ-(2,2) (left) and JSQ-(2,2) (right). Here qF = 0.2 and r = 5. The columns p∗F and p∗S give
the optimal values of pF and pS , while pheur
and pheur
are the values chosen by the heuristic.
F
S

λ

JIQ-(2,2)
∗

0.14
0.24
0.34
0.44
0.54
0.64
0.74
0.84
0.90
0.98

JSQ-(2,2)
∗

[

]

pF

pS

E Topt

any
any
0.999
1
1
1
1
0.877
0.714
0.579

0
0
0.018
0.426
0.723
1
1
1
1
1

0.384
0.443
0.575
0.742
0.868
0.967
1.101
1.547
2.331
10.677

[

pheur
F

pheur
S

E [Theur ]

% error

p∗F

p∗S

E Topt

any
any
any
1
1
1
1
1
0.555
0.555

0
0
0
0.444
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.384
0.443
0.576
0.743
0.879
0.967
1.101
1.605
2.908
12.837

0
0
0.023
0.014
1.196
0
0
3.732
24.754
20.231

any
any
any
1
1
1
1
1
0.839
0.597

0
0
0
0.103
0.405
0.722
1
1
1
1

0.383
0.429
0.514
0.677
0.832
0.946
1.039
1.217
1.595
3.243

]

pheur
F

pheur
S

E [Theur ]

% error

any
any
any
any
1
1
1
1
1
0.555

0
0
0
0
0.444
1
1
1
1
1

0.383
0.429
0.514
0.689
0.833
0.954
1.039
1.217
1.957
3.659

0
0
0
1.693
0.066
0.762
0
0
22.697
12.804

7. Conclusion
This paper addresses the problem of dispatching in large-scale, heterogeneous systems. We design two new heterogeneity-aware families of policies, JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ). Our policies are simple, analytically tractable, and
outperform classical policies in many settings.
Our results yield several insights about how to design ‘‘power of d’’ policies that perform well in heterogeneous
settings. In order to maintain the maximum stability region, the dispatcher must ensure that fast servers are queried
sufficiently often. Alone, neither uniform sampling nor weighting querying in favor of fast servers is enough to ensure
good performance. Our work establishes that, instead, dispatching policies should use heterogeneity information at two
decision points: (1) when choosing which servers to query, and (2) when choosing where among the queried servers to
dispatch a job. Ultimately, how best to distribute jobs among fast and slow servers depends jointly on the system load,
the fraction of servers that are fast, and the relative speeds of the servers. It may be best to use only fast servers, to use
slow servers only when they are idle, or to balance jobs among fast and slow servers in some other way. Because there
is no single right answer, policies designed for heterogeneous systems must be able to adapt to the system parameters.
JIQ-(dF , dS ) and JSQ-(dF , dS ) do this by optimizing over the probabilistic parameters to choose the best allocation of jobs
to fast and slow servers. Moreover, as we show in Theorem 1, the optimal policy in each family is guaranteed to be stable.
We focus specifically on policies that query fixed numbers of fast and slow servers and then make probabilistic
decisions about how to route among the queried servers based on idleness and queue length information. The space
of policies that use heterogeneity information at both decision points is much larger than the policies we propose here.
For example, our policies can be generalized at the first decision point by choosing dF and dS probabilistically for each
query; this also allows us to adapt our policies for systems with more than two server speeds (see our work in [43]
for preliminary results on this topic). At the second decision point, one could combine (dF , dS )-style querying with a
heterogeneity-aware dispatching policy, such as SED. While optimizing over such a large policy space is likely to be
challenging, we are optimistic that substantial advances could be made in future work toward understanding a wider
scope of policies and settings.
Differing server speeds is just one way in which server farms may exhibit heterogeneity. Systems may also consist of
servers that are heterogeneous in their memory, network bandwidth, or any other resource availability. Some jobs may be
able to run on certain servers but not on others, for example due to data locality. Jobs may be capable of running on any
server, but may have a preference for or run faster on certain servers. The policies we present in this paper are designed
to perform well specifically for the case of heterogeneous server speeds, but we believe the insights gained will aid the
design of effective load balancing policies for the broad range of heterogeneity that exists in today’s systems.
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Appendix A
Here we give the complete expanded form of the optimization formulations given in (17), (25).
For JIQ-(dF , dS ), for general service distribution and the coefficient of variation associated with service times the same
across both server speeds (equal to cv ), our optimization formulation (17) is as follows:
minimize
pF ,pS

subject to

qF (λIF (1 − ρF ) + λBF ρF )

)
λBF (1 + cv2 )E [YF ]2
+ E [YF ]
λ
2(1 − λBF E [YF ])
(
)
qS (λIS (1 − ρS ) + λBS ρS ) λBS (1 + cv2 )E [YS ]2
+
+ E [YS ]
λ
2(1 − λBS E [YS ])
)
λ (
d
d
dF
dF
d
ρF =
(1 − ρF ) + ρF (1 − ρS S )(1 − pS ) + ρF F ρS S pF
µF qF
)
λ ( dF
d
d
d
ρF (1 − ρS S )pS + ρF F ρS S (1 − pF )
ρS =
µS qS
)
)
λ d −1 ((
d
d
λBF = ρF F
1 − ρS S (1 − pS ) + ρS S pF
(

qF

λBS =
λIF =

λ

d

d −1

ρF F ρ0SS (1 − pF )
(d − 1 (
)
)
d −1−i
F
λdF ∑
dF − 1 (1 − ρF )i ρ F
qS

F

qF

i

i=0

i+1

(d − 1 (
)
)
d −1−i
S
∑
dS − 1 (1 − ρS )i ρS S
λIS =
ρ
pS
qS
i
i+1
λdS

dF
F

i=0

0 < π0F , π0S ≤ 1
0 ≤ pF , pS ≤ 1
For JSQ-(dF , dS ) our optimization formulation (25) is as follows:
minimize
pF ,pS

(
)
(
)
1
d
d
d
· 1 − ρF F +
· ρF F 1 − ρS S p S
µF
µS
d
d
∞
(
(
)
)
∑
f F −f F
1
d
d
d
+
(i + 1) · i d i+1 · ρF F ρS S pF + 1 − ρS S (1 − pS )
µF
f1 F
1

i=1

subject to

d
d
∞
s S −s S
1 ∑
d
d
+
(i + 1) · i d i+1 · ρF F ρS S (1 − pF )
S
µS
s1
i=1
)
)
)
)
λ ( dF (
λ ((
dS
d
d
d
ρF =
ρF 1 − ρS (1 − pS ) +
1 − ρF F + ρF F ρS S pF
µF qF
µF qF
)
)
λ ( dF (
dS
dF dS
ρS =
ρF 1 − ρS pS + ρF ρS (1 − pF )
µS qS
)
λ (
d
1 − f1 F = µF (f1 − f2 )
qF
)
)
) ((
λ ( dF
d
d
d
fi−1 − fi F
1 − ρS S (1 − pS ) + ρS S pF = µF (fi − fi+1 )
qF
)
λ ( dS
d
d
si−1 − si S ρF F pS = µS (si − si+1 )
qS
)
λ ( dS
d
d
si−1 − si S ρF F (1 − pF ) = µS (si − si+1 ) i ≥ 2

qS
f 0 = s0 = 1
f 1 = ρF
s1 = ρS

0 ≤ ρF , ρS < 1
0 ≤ pF , pS ≤ 1
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Appendix B
In this appendix we show that there exists a unique and stable stationary point of the system given by (19), (20), (22),
(23). We will prove this is true for Eqs. (19), (20), and the proof for Eqs. (22), (23) proceeds in the same way.
Proof. First, to show that (19), (20) have a unique stationary point f ⋆ = (f1⋆ , fs⋆ , . . . ), recall that f1 = ρF so Eq. (20) is
df1
dt

=

λ (
qF

)

d

1 − ρF F − µF (ρF − f2 ) .

Since the right hand side is a first order polynomial in f2 , there is only one possible value f2⋆ can take. Similarly, is we
assume by induction that we know f1⋆ , . . . , fk⋆−1 then the right hand side of (19) is a first order polynomial and thus there
is only one possible value for fk⋆ . Thus there exists a unique stationary point to (19), (20).
⋆
⋆
To show that the stationary point
((f is stable,
) it will suffice to
) show that the Jacobian of this system at j is negative
definite. For simplicity let ΛF =

λ

qF

d

d

1 − ρS S (1 − pS ) + ρS S pF

represent the average rate at which jobs are routed to

a tagged fast server. Then the Jacobian is given as follows
J1,1 = −

λ
qF

d −1

dF f1 F

− µF

d −1

Ji,i−1 = ΛF dF fi−F1
Ji,i = −ΛF dF fi

i≥2

df −1

− µF

Ji,i+1 = µF

i≥2

∀i

or equivalently,

⎡ λ
d −1
− q dF f1 F − µF
⎢ F
⎢ ΛF dF f1dF −1
J =⎢
⎢
0
⎣

µF
d −1

−ΛF dF f2 f − µF
d −1
ΛF dF f2 F
..
.

⎤

0

µF

d −1
ΛF dF f3 f

−

..
.

0

− µF

Notice that J T is weakly diagonally dominant since for j ≥ 2, Jj,j = −

|J1,1 | =
>

λ
qF

λ

qF

d −1

dF f1 F

∑

µF
..
.
i̸ =j

⎥
⎥
⎥
. . .⎥
⎦
..
.

|Ji,j | and

+ µF

d −1

dF f1 F

d −1

≥ ΛF dF f1 F
∑
=
|Ji,1 |
i ̸ =1

provided µF > 0. Moreover, J T is weakly chained diagonally dominant since its associated directed graph is strongly
connected [44,45]. Hence, J T , and thus J, is non-singular. Together with the fact that all of its diagonal entries are negative,
this means J must be negative definite. □
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